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Abstract
The article demonstrates how the discursive strategies of sport reporting by the
media may collide with the vision of sport as a means of promoting intercultural
understanding, a generally anticipated cultural effect of mega sport events. This
is done by a critical discourse reading of 35 news articles that appeared across
the British national press in May and June 2012, directly before the opening of
the 14th UEFA European Football Championship (Euro 2012) jointly hosted by
Poland and Ukraine. Influenced by a BBC television documentary and linked
by the central topic of the two countries as strongholds of racism, xenophobia
and vicious hooliganism, these articles constitute an instance of a moral panic.
A discussion of the panic as a mode of discourse leads to the conclusion that the
priorities and practices of British newspaper journalism acted against the culturally integrating potential of Euro 2012. 1
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1. Introduction
From 8 June to 1 July 2012 Poland and Ukraine jointly hosted the UEFA European Championship, commonly referred to as Euro 2012. Both countries hoped
the mega sport event would generate tourism gains and boost economic growth
in the long run. Equally important was the anticipation of intangible benefits:
gaining media exposure, promotion as inviting tourist destinations and sending
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signals to the rest of Europe about their openness, safety and attractiveness. Little
did they expect a surge of articles like those in the British press in the pre-event
weeks reporting the alleged danger of racist violence and neo-Nazi hooliganism
threatening the footballers and their fans in Poland and Ukraine.
Like many historical and contemporary sporting mega-events, particularly the
Olympic Games, football Euros and World Cups, Euro 2012 has by now a scholarly literature of its own in several fields. Sport sociologists, political scientists,
government analysts, cultural critics, economists and even a lawyer have examined the championships from several angles and perspectives, applying different
methodologies. They explored the connections between Euro 2012 and various
international and domestic political tensions, examined the Euro as a context
for articulating national identities and interpreted the symbolism of the national
football emblems. Others investigated the attractiveness of Polish football clubs
on Europe’s football job market, or recommended the adoption of specific legal
restrictions to curb football violence in Eastern Europe. Polish international relations experts evaluated the Euro as an exercise in country/nation branding in the
international arena (Wizor 2012; Ciołkiewicz 2012; Watson 2013; Dembek and
Włoch 2014; Kennedy and Kassimeris 2014). Little analytical work has been
done so far on the coverage the tournament received in foreign media (Mazur and
Wawrzyczek 2016).
Another body of scholarship informing the present article belongs to the dynamically developing field of Intercultural Studies. Amidst the ongoing attempts
at the refinement of its central concept of interculturality (Lavanchy, Gajardo and
Dervin 2011: 1–28; Rozbicki 2015: 1–5), the generally undisputed working definition of intercultural engagement involves “penetration of the Other’s cultural
system: getting out of oneself to see things from the Other’s perspective,” “an
attitude of opening up, a personal effort of inquiry” accompanied by the ability
of negotiating the differences (“Interculturality”). International sport events, both
at the participatory and spectacle levels, inevitably confront people with cultural
otherness and generate dynamic responses to the difference in the process of interaction. Therefore the role of sports as space for intercultural dialogue has long
been recognized in Europe, and the EU social policymakers constantly emphasize its significance as a tool for cultural integration (Sharing Diversity 2008;
Gasparini and Cometti, 2010). Recent publications also deal with the culturally
integrating effects of sports from different angles (Müller et al 2008; Rosner et al
2010; Garriado et al 2012; Merkel 2014).
However, while political and educational initiatives are taken up to dispose
individuals and societies towards intercultural dialogue – for instance the year
2008 as the Year of Intercultural Dialogue in the European Union, the media
often remain oblivious to this goal, also in sport reporting. On the one hand, the
media spend a great deal of their resources on sports; newspapers dedicate special
sections to sport news and commentary, they employ large numbers of sports columnists and reporters, and sports programming constitutes a substantial part of
television and radio networks as well as of various online media formats (Wenner
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1998; Raney and Bryant 2006; Billings and Hardin 2014). Yet, academic research
on mediated sports in today’s world points to the perpetuation of nationalism, social stratifications and cultural prejudices by various forms of “othering” in sports
reporting and representations of athletes (Bishop and Jaworski 2003; Wensing
and Bruce 2003; Bruce, 2004; Dimeo and Kay 2004; Hardin et al 2004; Maguire
et al 2009; Inthorn 2010; Hammett 2011; Mishra 2012; Bruce 2015).
This analytical essay, situated at the intersection of media and cultural studies,
focuses on the cultural dimension of Euro 2012 and argues that the British news
media undermined the tournament’s potential to promote intercultural engagement among its international participants and observers. The case study in support of the thesis involves reporting Poland and Ukraine as the joint hosts of Euro
2012 by the British national press during ten pre-event days between 27 May and
5 June 2012. What happened then was an eruption of classical scare journalism
injecting fear into the readers, many of whom could have been football fans planning trips to the matches. The overall effect was that of moral panic and hysterical visions of danger allegedly facing the fans in Poland and Ukraine due to vicious neo-Nazism and racism. By assuming the role of moral vigilantes and civil
liberties protectors, British national newspapers seriously undercut the chance
for a popular European mega sport event to become a culturally integrating and
peacemaking occasion. Acting according to a certain established concept of the
socio-cultural order in Europe and their own circulation concerns, the media reinforced negative stereotypes of Eastern Europeans and missed the opportunity to
bridge the cultural gap between Eastern and Western Europe.
Most recently a broad analytical and conceptual perspective on “othering”
practices in today’s media has been offered by Molek-Kozakowska and Chovanec (2017: 1), who “highlight the role of the national media in European public
spheres in sustaining, but also reconstructing, collective identities” and focus on
the concepts of “the other” and othering in their discursive functions of differentiation and discrimination. The present study seems to fit well into this framework
as the discussed case of moral panic is in fact a journalistic form of discursive
othering. It also goes further by pointing out that such othering is a contradiction
of interculturality.
2. Material and method
The corpus of texts classified as parts of the 10-day panic was obtained while
searching online editions of British national dailies and Sundays on the LexisNexis Academic full text newspaper database from the period covering one year
before Euro 2012, the duration of the event and one month afterwards, that is
between June 2011 and July 2012. The search was performed with the keywords
Euro 2012/Poland/Polish/Ukraine/Ukrainian. The newspapers of national circulation were chosen as most influential and enjoying wide readership, paper and online, not only in the UK but also globally. Each article was counted once; identical
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or almost identical articles appearing in regional editions and in daily online updates of the same paper were eliminated. Given these selection criteria, 35 news
stories and reports of various length (104 to 1797 words, 500–700 average) from
10 national quality and tabloid newspapers, all accessed and downloaded from
the database from 3 to 6 June 2013, were included in the final analysis. They appeared in various paper sections, mostly on sport pages and their football subsections (22), in the international and home news sections (11) and in other places
(2).
The analytical procedure applied to the news material was a combination of
the well-established research methods of media content and discourse analysis,
supplemented by narrative analysis. Quantitative content analysis served the purpose of identifying the dominant and satellite themes, the occurrence of which
was not statistically analysed and intercoder reliability was not assessed due to
the small text corpus under scrutiny (Neuendorf 2002; Riffe et al 2014). Several
quotes included in the analysis below provide examples of the dominant narratives. Subsequently, critical discourse analysis was applied to the study sample
to determine the linguistic devices employed by the newsmakers and to conclude
about their ideological effect (Bell 1991; Fowler 1991; van Dijk 1988, 2001;
Wodak and Meyer 2006; Conboy 2007; van Leeuven 2008; Fairclough 2013;
Bednarek and Caple 2012a, 2014). As the LexisNexis database does not retain
the newspaper visuals, such as photographs, typography, colour and the original
layout, the analysis was limited to the modalities of verbal texts. The ultimate
purpose was to determine a set of beliefs about and attitudes towards the Euro
2012 host societies foregrounded in the studied material.
Scare tactics – a strategy using fear to influence the public’s reaction – crept
into journalism long ago and is by now well-recognized in mass communication.
The feared object/subject becomes exaggerated in excess to the events which
caused it, and quickly acquires autonomous existence as a specific type of discourse characterized by repetition, often in the form of a vicious circle, to reinforce the intended effect. A typical rhetorical device is the high emotive level
achieved by the vocabulary of hazard and crisis. Journalistic fearmongering also
tends to throw the spotlight on various institutions, groups and individuals to
undermine their reliability and effectiveness, to blame and hold responsible – depending. “Ordinary people” interviewed by journalists serve the purpose of keeping fear alive by giving first hand evidence of scary situations. The main theme
is often accompanied by satellite topics selected for their potential to build up
the atmosphere of alarm (van Dijk 1988; Fowler 1991: 146–207; Brookes 1999;
Cohen 2002; Marsh and Melville 2011; Howarth, 2013). The articles were closeread for the presence of journalistic tactics fitting this description.
Moral panic, one of the key concepts in the present study, has a rich multidisciplinary literature of its own, impossible to review here comprehensively.
In the study on the social construction and diffusion of fear, Goode and BenYehuda (2009: 2) define moral panic as “a scare about a threat or supposed threat
from deviants … who, presumably, engage in evil practices and are blamed for
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menacing a society’s culture, way of life, and central values”. The concept has
been applied in numerous studies of the media reaction to many social problems,
including football hooliganism. The media analysts von der Lippe and MacLean
(2008: 74), in their study of the media panic during the 1954 football World Cup,
proposed to treat football moral panics as a “code for ideology” connected to “an
implied and assumed national-cultural, and racialized, hierarchy.” Their perspective was particularly inspiring for the present study and the interpretation of its
results.
Although the press articles under scrutiny were not specifically studied for
their news value, their high newsworthiness cannot be overlooked. While it could
be explained in terms of the classic twelve factors that determine the news value
of an event drawn by Galtung and Ruge (1965), with several subsequent modifications (Schulz 1982; Bell 1991: 156–160; Harcup and O’Neill 2001; McGregor
2002; Shoemaker and Cohen 2006: 7–21, 335–354), it is the constructivist approach of Bednarek and Caple (2012a: 39–83; 2014) that enables a deeper cultural insight into the moral panic in question. Assuming, after these authors, that
newsworthiness is not an inherent attribute of events but the effect of their journalistic production through language and image, one can treat news as a symbolic
reflection of the culture in which it is constructed and circulated. Thus, the linguistic devices identified in the scare reporting of Poland and Ukraine by the British press just before the approaching Euro football tournament constitute tangible
evidence of pre-existing British conceptions of these countries.
3. The context of the press scare in the build-up to Euro 2012
Some concern about ill-famed football hooliganism in the Euro 2012 host countries surfaced briefly in the British press already in 2007, a day after the Poland–
Ukraine bid to host the championship was chosen by a vote of the UEFA Executive Committee at the meeting in Cardiff on 18 April that year. Nick Szczepanik
of The Times reported in a longer and generally optimistic article about the newly
elected hosts that while the rivalries between some Polish football clubs “have
been the cause of violent clashes over many seasons, it appears that, in most cases, those tendencies do not carry over on to the international stage.” He was concerned about “the racist elements among football supporters in Eastern Europe,
although progress appears to have been made on that front.”2 Another occasion
for raising the topic of hooliganism and racism in Polish football appeared in October 2011, when Michel Platini visited both host countries to inspect the football
stadia. The Telegraph reported alarmingly that “the government crackdown on
football fans is a smokescreen” and that “[n]ot even the staunchest defender of
civil liberties could deny that Poland still has a hooliganism problem.” Although
spectacular incidents of football violence were mentioned, such as the case of
a hooligan leader in Krakow being hacked to death by rival fans, the article ended
on a reassuring note about security preparations in Poland and Ukraine.3
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Despite occasional comments and concerns of this kind, no evidence was
found in the studied press of excessive preoccupation with football hooliganism
and racism in the Euro 2012 host countries until quite close to the event, when it
was brought into focus by British television. First, on 15 May 2012, Sky Sports
News showed the video “Ukraine’s Hidden Hooligans” in their Special Report.
It uncovered a scary culture of the Donbas Football Club Shakhtar Donetsk fans
with neo-Nazi links, whom the Sky reporters investigated for six months and
filmed with hidden cameras. The Shakhtar Ultras declared readiness to target
England fans during the tournament and warned black and Asian England supporters not to travel to the country for Euro 2012. Within days, newspaper articles
started appearing about the report’s negative effect on the families of non-white
England footballers, who – like the father and brother of Theo Walcott, a mixed
race English footballer – decided not to travel to Ukraine for fear of being racially
abused.4 Soon the Sky video turned out to be a mere overture to another piece of
investigative television journalism, the 30-minute BBC One Panorama documentary “Euro 2012: Stadiums of Hate” broadcast during prime time on 28 May
2012, eleven days before the kick-off of the championships. The reporter Chris
Rogers and his team revealed shocking new evidence of racist violence and antiSemitism at the heart of Polish and Ukrainian football. The film posed two questions: one about how safe travelling was of football teams and their supporters to
Poland and Ukraine, and second, whether UEFA should have chosen both nations
to host the Euro in the first place. The climactic scene involved Sol Campbell, the
former England footballer of Jamaican origin, with a 19-year career in the Premier League, delivering a piece of advice to the fans to stay home and watch the
tournament on TV, because they “could end up coming back in a coffin.”
Almost instantly a series of articles appeared in British national newspapers
devoted to neo-Nazi and racist violence endangering football fans in Poland and
in Ukraine. Eight dailies ran short and longer pieces on the subject in their print
and several on-line editions, including The Guardian, which predicted a Euro
2012 disaster in Ukraine on its front page.5 Without exception, they all evoked
the Panorama documentary as their source of evidence, in many cases the only
one, not verified by any independent journalistic inquiry. Sol Campbell won
fame as an expert on football-related violence in the two countries. His dramatic
“coffin” warning was quoted by all newspapers over and over again for days to
come and appeared in many headlines, which read like the examples below (italics added):
Sol Campbell warns England fans to avoid Euro 2012 for fear of ‘coming back in a coffin’; Sol Campbell, the former England international, has
warned England fans to stay away from Euro 2012 ‘because you could end
up coming back in a coffin’6
Campbell: Fans will go home in coffins7
Don’t go to Euros. You could end up in a coffin; Sol’s warning on 2012
games fans face race-hate thugs.8
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Once the championship started on 8 June 2012, the press panic subsided, yet its
key motifs regularly surfaced in the reporting throughout the tournament and
maintained anxious anticipation of imminent violence, danger, aggression and
racist hostility. On June 11, MailOnline stated that “[i]n eastern Europe today,
… racism is a fact of life,”9 while the Sun recalled the “sickening scenes of racist
abuse of players and a violent assault on two Asian students by neo-Nazi thugs”
shown by Panorama10 and dramatically reported a mob attack on fans in Poznan
in the article “‘Yobs guide’; Euros alert.” The quality Daily Telegraph ran a tabloid-like headline “Euro 2012: bad blood bubbles under ahead of Group A clash
between co-hosts Poland and old enemy Russia” a day before the actual game
(June 11) and The Times reported “fears of violence either inside or outside the
stadium [that] have reached fever pitch because a march in support of Russia’s Independence Day could attract the attentions of Poland’s right-wing extremists.”11
A day before the England-Ukraine game in Donetsk, the Mirror evoked the scary
threat of the Shakhtar Donetsk’s neo-Nazi supporters that “Ukraine will become
a graveyard to English fans.”12 After several days of covering the championship
in this biased manner, some papers admitted that perhaps they got it wrong. “After two weeks at Euro 2012 it feels like a duty to say that most people in the Euro
2012 host countries are not stereotypes in a Panorama exposé about xenophobia,”
Paul Hayward wrote in the Daily Telegraph article “Panorama’ exaggerated racism issue” (June 22), and the Independent on Sunday reported “anger among
England fans about the way Ukraine was portrayed in the media prior to the
tournament, with concerns about racism and violence most visibly aired in a BBC
Panorama documentary”. Those brave enough to travel to Ukraine told the paper
that “[t]he coverage was a disgrace. There is no violence in Ukraine and we’ve
had an amazing welcome.”13 It would require separate sociological research to
establish which vision of Poland and Ukraine made a more lasting impression on
the reading public.
4. Analysis
Three leading themes concerning the Ukrainian and Polish footballing culture
emerged from close reading of the texts: pervasive football hooligan violence,
vicious racism and neo-Nazism, clustered in various combinations. The topic of
football hooliganism was predictable, as several authors analyzing the language
and topicalization patterns of Anglophone newspaper sports reporting – particularly of mega sport events – observe the predilection for the stories and images
of violence and for military metaphors (Holt 2000), narratives of fear, preoccupation with crime, as well as highlighting security and crowd control issues
(Hammett 2011; Mishra 2012). However, sport media concern about neo-Nazi
racism has not been reported yet and seems a new addition to the press repertoire of football-related evils. In the “post-Panorama” period the three identified
themes were articulated by means of several linguistic devices contained in the
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table below and grouped into categories borrowed from Fowler (1991: 66–90)
and Bednarek and Caple (2012a: 46–57).
Table 1. Most prominent linguistic tools in the British press coverage of Polish
and Ukrainian football fan culture, May–June 2012
Linguistic device

Examples
neo-Nazi racist thugs; Nazi thuggery; racist thuggery; race-hate
Negative overlexithugs; vicious-looking thugs; racist hooligans; racists and fascalization of football cists and anti-Semites; far-Right psychopaths; hardcore ‘Ultras’;
fans
violent soccer gangs;
a soccer hate mob; racist groups; brain-dead neo-Nazis; racist
Ukrainian football fans
Negative emotivity
horrifyingly real footage of abuse at a Ukrainian stadium;
shocking attacks on Asian supporters; aggressive anti-Semitism; alarming levels of homophobia; a very dangerous place
[Ukraine]
Evaluative language mass displays of anti-Semitism; race hate at Euro 2012;
the spectre of racism and neo-Nazism hangs over the host countries; widespread racism and anti-Semitism; a racists’ haven
[Poland]; the bigotry in the Ukrainian cities hosting our games;
corrupt and out of control police force; selective justice
Action and process
Yobs giving Nazi salutes, chanting anti-Semitic insults, atpredicates
tacking Asian Students; Ukrainian fans making monkey noises at black players; taunting black players; [a Ukrainian fan]
punches his chest, salutes and shouts “Sieg Heil”; a far-Right
group in Ukraine…recruits and trains football hooligans; still
use racist terms against Jewish people; fans attack a small
group of Asian home supporters, punching and kicking them;
thugs who beat up the group of Indian students
Modality: truth
the worries about racism may prove correct; Racism is far more
acceptable there [in Ukraine];
the situation in Poland … is far worse;
fans are obviously going to be at risk;
the potential for targeted attacks away from the grounds is extremely high
Modality: obligation UEFA should never have allowed Poland and Ukraine to host
the contest; They [Poland and Ukraine] need to sort out their
problems first; all England supporters should cancel their
flights; supporters must be careful while visiting Poland
Presuppositions
Poland still has a hooligan problem; …despite the fact that racism is endemic in Ukraine; this combustible cauldron, where
racism and xenophobia appear to go unchallenged
Metaphors
“high risk” match; “Legia [FC] Jihad”; the former Soviet satellite; this former Soviet republic; the EU’s star pupil [Poland]
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In addition to the examples of linguistic strategies identified above, the study sample was checked for the actual frequency of the vocabulary of violence and abuse
appearing as single words and fixed lexical and/or syntactic structures. The result
is the following: abuse/ racial abuse (76), attack/racist attack (40), violence (23),
beat up/beating up (20), evil, offence, hate crime, insult (7). A range of violent attitudes and groups were repetitively evoked: racism (80), racist(s) (68), hooligans/
racist hooligans (17), neo-Nazis/neo-Nazism (12), the Ultras/right-wing Ultras (8)
thugs, far-Right groups (7). Three most frequently reported types of unacceptable
violent behaviour involve monkey chants/noises (26), Nazi salutes (8) and antiSemitic chants/insults (4). Fans planning a trip to Poland and Ukraine, especially
non-white ones, were taking a risk (25), could expect fear (24), should be concerned
(23), ready for danger/dangerous situations (15). The aggregation of the identified
linguistic devices, typical for scare journalism, cast a dark semantic shadow on
the Euro 2012 hosts by producing an excess of negative feeling towards them, put
visitors’ safety in doubt and diverted eager anticipation into anxiety.
The scare pattern, initially revolving around the episodes recorded by Rodgers
and Campbell’s urge to boycott the championship, was soon extended to incorporate
a few satellite themes, the process described by Fowler as the “Pandora’s box”
effect (1991: 170–207). One was fear of racial abuse in the Euro 2012 countries
expressed by some non-white members of the England team and their families.
Second was reporting the experience of several ordinary persons without any connection with football, whose racial origin made them targets of abuse in Ukraine.
Another one, observed mainly in the quality press, was making frequent references
to the imprisonment and alleged mistreatment of the former Ukrainian Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, convicted of embezzlement and abuse of power.
Table 2. Discursive strategies of extending football-related racism onto Polish
and Ukrainian cultures in general
Discursive strategy Examples
References to impact the families of black England stars Theo Walcott and Alex Oxon individuals
lade-Chamberlain [are] scrapping plans to attend the tournament;
“I’d definitely not want my family to be there. The last thing you
want when you’re playing is to be worrying about the safety and
wellbeing of your family.”
Mario Balotelli has added to the growing fears about racist
abuse during Euro 2012 by claiming he will “leave the pitch and
go home” if he is subjected to racism while playing for Italy during next month’s tournament in Poland and Ukraine.
Quotes from ordinary SHE [Ivanna Pavlovets, a journalist of Ukrainian origin] says:
people
“Racism is far more acceptable there. The Ukrainians don’t see
it as anything too wrong. All the terms we would consider unacceptable they still use in common parlance…”
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Discursive strategy Examples
Quotes from ordinary He [Nigerian student Levi Nwankwo] says: ‘I was escorting
people
a friend home one Sunday at about 9pm. … We had just stepped
out of the door of the student hostel when suddenly five young
white guys appeared out of the dark and started calling us racist
names’.

References
to individuals

‘We can live well here,’ he [Ivory Coast student Armel Wilfried]
admits. ‘But the racism is very bad.’
mounting concern over the treatment of the jailed opposition
leader Yulia Tymoshenko; opposition leader Yulia Tymoshenko
languishes in prison on trumped-up charges; anger over the treatment of jailed opposition leader Yulia Tymoshenko; anger over
the treatment of jailed opposition leader Yulia Tymoshenko; Yanukovych’s all-consuming desire to persecute Tymoshenko

Thus, in the build-up to the tournament, Poland and Ukraine were constructed as
generally unsafe places to visit by means of linking football-related racist behaviour with other instances of human rights abuse in the two countries. The quality
press made frequent references to the unjustified imprisonment of the former
Ukrainian Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko. The Times speculated about the
“plans by some European leaders to boycott Ukraine during the tournament” over
jailing her “after what many regard as a show trial.”14 The Daily Telegraph revealed in the front-page article that the hunger strike of Tymoshenko in protest to
assault at the hands of prison guards caused “widespread concerns about selective
justice and the rule of law in Ukraine”.15 To a Ukrainian Amnesty International
campaigner quoted by The Independent, the Tymoshenko case was only one of
“thousands of human rights abuses visited on ordinary Ukrainians every year”
and “the widespread use of torture by a corrupt and out of control police force”.16
Another source of the press concern about the violation of human rights in Poland
and Ukraine was the alleged intolerance of homosexuality. The Express journalist
conveyed “unofficial warnings” suggesting that Ukraine was “an inadvisable destination” also for gay football fans, offering as a proof the failure of the planned
first Gay Pride march in Kiev prevented by right-wing football hooligans.17 The
Times went further by running a long article devoted to the “deep contempt of gay
people across eastern Europe”, notorious gay-bashing and the generally intolerable life of homosexual persons in those and other post-Soviet states.18
The neo-Nazi phenomenon was historicized by means of another satellite
topic, that of the Holocaust in Eastern Europe during World War II. The Daily
Telegraph was bemused “at the resurgence of Nazi thuggery in countries where
millions were butchered by its original authors”.19 Holland’s captain van Bommel
found the racial abuse of his black team members in Kraków disgraceful, especially in the context of their earlier visit to the Auschwitz museum, according to
MailOnline and The Daily Telegraph. In a similar manner, i-Independent placed
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information about the planned visit of the England squad to Auschwitz and Birkenau next to the comment on their “fear of racial abuse from local fans, in the
light of the BBC Panorama investigation”.20 References of this kind made neoNazi hooliganism even more menacing and additionally intensified the panic.
Paradoxically, the theme of the preparations of Polish and Ukrainian police
forces to secure safety and order during the tournament only fostered images of
the host countries as fearsome and menacing. References appeared to “endemic
police criminality [which] is going unchecked” in Ukraine, police indifference to
racial violence, “no real desire to tackle the problems” and the last-minute “antidiscrimination training received by the policemen and stewards in Ukraine.” The
most dramatic revelations appeared on June 6 and 7 in three national dailies, all
of them quoting the same editorial in the Polish local English-language paper,
Krakow Post as their source.
“Poland’s anti-hooligan squads are armed with: shotguns firing baton rounds
that probably won’t kill you as long as you’re 30m away, a truck-mounted
water cannon affectionately known as ‘the typhoon’, a high-tech sonic cannon that can make you wet yourself on its lowest setting, dogs trained to bite
you directly in the testicles”.21
Consequently, the prospect of being protected against incidents of violence by the
police forces so brutal, malevolent and guilty of turning a blind eye to football
hooliganism in the past fueled the scare stories instead of counteracting them.
The imminence of Polish football racism was intensified by reports about the
Holland team being subjected to monkey chants during their training session at the
stadium in Krakow, the city they chose as their Euro base. The Telegraph devoted
three articles to the incident on two consecutive days and the Mail published its
own report with the dramatic headline “Dutch a target of Poles’ racist abuse with
stars subjected to vile monkey chants” (June 7, 2012). The scale of the incident
was probably quite limited, as even the Mail admitted that “[N]ot all the Dutch
journalists heard the chanting” and failed to report it. Nevertheless, the amount of
attention it received from the national dailies fueled the panic still more.
Extra credibility was added to the scary reports by giving voice to some reliable
and trustworthy institutions. The official advice of the British Foreign Office for
travellers of Asian and Afro-Caribbean descent and members of religious minorities to “take extra care” was quoted on a few occasions; so were the opinions of
Amnesty International on civil rights abuse in Eastern Europe. On one occasion
the suggestion of the US State Department was evoked that “Campbell may have
a valid point”.22
For the whole two weeks much journalistic effort was spent on demonstrating cultural civilization lag of Ukraine and Poland. Significantly absent from the
accounts were positive references to the efforts of local institutions, organizations
and armies of volunteers working with dedication towards the success of Euro in
their countries. Not a single reference was found to Poland’s involvement in the
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anti-racist campaign “Let’s Kick Racism Out of Football” launched in 1993 by
the Commission for Racial Equality and the Professional Footballers Association. Thus, while positive vibrations were sweeping across Poland and Ukraine in
anticipation of the championship, fan zones were being set up in dozens of places
and thousands of fans across Europe were making travel arrangements, the British media allegations poured water over the carnival atmosphere and led to a PR
break-down on the eve of the tournament. Before the European footballers and
their fans had a chance to experience direct contact with the Euro host societies,
they became prejudiced against them by allegations of endemic racism, xenophobia and intolerance.
5. Conclusions
The above critical reading of the sports journalism sample raises doubts as to
a possibility of squaring the ideal of sport as a unifying factor with the goals and
priorities of the media, now inextricably interwoven with sport as industries and
studied jointly as such (Nicholson 2006). Volumes have been written about the
pressure for profit in commercial media and its influence on the quality of journalism, about the incompatibility of corporate profit and independent journalistic
judgement (Bogart, 1995, 2007; Curran and Seaton 2010). In the light of this
scholarship, the media cannot be expected to treat sport reporting as a form of
public service or a cultural mission, as “the sport media nexus is driven by commercial forces” (Nicholson 2006: 13). The vision of violent football-related neoNazi racism in the Euro 2012 host countries had high commercial value as it fitted
well within the framework of the established newsworthiness model: it was fresh
and topical; it concerned a mega event, thus being of sufficient magnitude; it was
culturally and geographically proximate to Britain and its press reading public;
it involved football celebrities and UEFA elites. The Sky Sports and BBC Panorama programmes conveniently provided a suitable springboard for the press to
discursively reinforce the news value of the tournament by foregrounding its negative sides, by intensifying the emotional appeal through personalization, and by
invoking the long-lived Western stereotype of culturally inferior Eastern Europe
characterized by corrupt politics, intolerance of difference, xenophobia, persecution of minorities, organized crime and disorder in the public sphere (Iordanova
1995; Maguire et al 2009; Mawby and Gisby 2009; Light and Young 2009; Korte
et al 2010; Wawrzyczek et al 2010).
Yet the discussed instance of media panic fixed on drama, conflict, anomaly
and deviance must not be treated as a mere construct because “[t]he idea that
social problems are socially constructed does not question their existence nor
dismiss issues of causation, prevention and control” (Cohen 2002: xliii). Various
forms of violence, racism and national chauvinism do trouble football in some
stadiums of Poland, Ukraine as well as many other places in the world. The news
media have every right to expose them and express moral indignation as a part of
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their role to create a well-informed citizenry aware of important social issues and
occurrence of human rights abuse. Yet the use of moral-panic models to address
such problems inevitably leads to imbalance and exaggeration and, consequently,
becomes counterproductive in cross-cultural communication. Scary media representations discourage target audiences from engaging into contact – cognitive
and/or direct – with the reported “flawed” culture, while its members, irritated by
the skewed proportions in the received coverage, reciprocate distrust. Such reactions to the Panorama documentary and the press articles it inspired appeared in
Poland and Ukraine in the form of diplomatic protests, voices of indignation from
the institutions and individuals directly involved in the Euro and as countless
blog and social media entries by the embittered public. In contrast to the opinions
that hosting Euro 2012 was Poland’s and Ukraine’s promotional success in the
eyes of the foreign media, the cultural conclusions from the present study are less
optimistic. The negative visibility created for them by the British news media
right before the tournament proves that mediation of intercultural contact was not
on their agenda. Instead, the host nations were discursively framed in a way that
made them unattractive partners for intercultural dialogue.
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